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W R I T I N G   g r a m m a r  1  exercises  
 

A   Underline the word that is not a noun in these groups. 

     e.g. pen   blue   key   beauty  
 

1. computer   building   health   extremely  

2. car   door   window   warm 

3. animal   write   mountain   bedroom 

4. would   London   she   teacher 

5. they   kindness   intelligent   river 

 

B   Underline the word that is an abstract noun in these groups. 
     e.g. book   education   teacher   student 

 

1. computer   keyboard   monitor   technology  

2. coin   wealth   note   cheque 

3. forest   lake   mountain   nature 

4. chocolate  lunch  hunger   bread 

5. training   course   exam   essay 

 
C   Underline the word that is not a verb in these groups. 

     e.g. write   paper   eat   sleep 

 
1. go   do   know   Internet 

2. water   swim   have   take 

3. happen   beautiful  make   choose 

4. is   will   must   happily 

5. be   education   see   hear 

 

D  Underline the word that is not an adjective in these groups. 

     e.g. good   shop   bad   ugly 
 

1. clever   stupid   healthy   him 

2. sad   feel   happy   angry 

3. easily   interesting   nice   useful 

4. bored   interesting   board   boring 

5. caring   careful   careless   care 
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W R I T I N G   g r a m m a r  1  exercises  
E   Underline the word that is not an adverb in these groups. 

     e.g. easily   helpful   happily   possibly 

 
1. table   sadly   beautifully   carefully    

2. nicely   cleverly   lazily   lazy 

3. sometimes   although   never   always    

4. whereas   probably   maybe   perhaps 

5. often   possibly   well   good 

 

F   Underline the subject in these sentences (it might be more than one word). 

 
1. She studied full time. 

2. His degree was in marketing. 

3. The test lasted four hours. 

4. The test on biology lasted four hours. 

5. The test which lasted four hours was the hardest of all of them. 

6. Written by my tutor, the hardest test of all on biology started at 9am. 

7. The college received extra funding. 

8. The college just outside Sheffield has closed down. 

9. The college where I studied after I left school has closed down. 

10. Closed down because of a lack of students, the college reopened as a business 

centre. 

 

G   Which two of the following are not sentences? 

 

1. For instance, recruiting staff from around the globe. 

2. For instance, they recruited staff from around the globe. 

3. He had a great idea which won the college the top prize. 

4. He had a great idea, winning the college the top prize. 

5. Having a great idea which won the college the top prize. 
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W R I T I N G   g r a m m a r  1  exercises  

H   Identify the sentence type: simple, compound or complex. 

 

1. He passed. 

2. He passed the exam and went to university. 

3. Passing the exam, he went to university. 

4. When he graduated, he decided to be a lawyer. 

5. Working in law was always interesting. 

6. Working in law was always interesting, though the hours could be long. 

7. Working in law was always interesting but the hours could be long. 

8. Knowing the law, he always had work. 

9. Being good at his job, he was promoted. 

10.He was good at his job so he was promoted. 

 

I   Name the punctuation. 

 

1. don ’ t 

2. “ Gibson ” 

3. as follows : 

4. He was good ; she was better. 

5. Although difficult , it was useful. 

 

J   Change the abbreviation to the full form. 
 

1. e.g. 

2. i.e. 

3. no. 

4. they’re 

5. I’ll 

6. won’t 

7. he’s  

8. he’d done 

9. he’d go 

10. it’s a good idea 

 

K   Write the plural of these words. 

 

1. student 

2. company 

3. woman 

4. child 

5. person 
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W R I T I N G   g r a m m a r  1  exercises  

Answers 

 
A    

1. computer   building   health   extremely  

2. car   door   window   warm 
3. animal   write   mountain   bedroom 

4. would   London   she   teacher 

5. they   kindness   intelligent   river 
 

B    

1. computer   keyboard   monitor   technology  

2. coin   wealth   note   cheque 
3. forest   lake   mountain   nature 

4. chocolate  lunch  hunger   bread 

5. training   course   exam   essay 
 

C    

1. go   do   know   Internet 
2. water   swim   have   take 

3. happen   beautiful  make   choose 

4. is   will   must   happily 

5. be   education   see   hear 
 

D    

1. clever   stupid   healthy   him 
2. sad   feel   happy   angry 

3. easily   interesting   nice   useful 

4. bored   interesting   board   boring 
5. caring   careful   careless   care 

 

E    

1. table   sadly   beautifully   carefully    
2. nicely   cleverly   lazily   lazy 

3. sometimes   although   never   always    

4. whereas   probably   maybe   perhaps 
5. often   possibly   well   good 

 

F   

1. She studied full time. 
2. His degree was in marketing. 

3. The test lasted four hours. 

4. The test on biology lasted four hours. 
5. The test which lasted four hours was the hardest of all of them. 

6. Written by my tutor, the hardest test of all on biology started at 9am. 

7. The college received extra funding. 
8. The college just outside Sheffield has closed down. 

9. The college where I studied after I left school has closed down. 

10.Closed down because of a lack of students, the college reopened as a business 

centre. 
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W R I T I N G   g r a m m a r  1  exercises  
Answers contd. 

 

G    
      1. For instance, recruiting staff from around the globe. 

      5. Having a great idea which won the college the top prize. 

 

H   
1. simple 

2. compound 

3. complex 
4. complex 

5. simple 

6. complex 
7. compound 

8. complex 

9. complex 

10.compound 
 

I  

1. apostrophe 
2. speech/quote marks 

3. colon 

4. semi colon 

5. comma 
 

J   

1. for example  
2. in other words/namely 

3. number 

4. they are 
5. I will 

6. will not 

7. he is 

8. he had done 
9. he would go 

10.it is a good idea 

 
K    

1. students 

2. companies 
3. women 

4. children 

5. persons/people 

 


